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Message from the
Coordinator
Arnold van Ardenne

Welcome  to  this  first  newsletter  of  the
SKADS project! 

It's been nearly a year since the European
SKA  Design  Studies  (SKADS)  began  with  a
kick-off meeting on November 18/19 2005 in
the  Chateau  Limelette  near  Brussels.  The
setting was  particularly  appropriate  being so
near Brussels and the European Commission.
SKADS is truly a pan-European effort and goes
beyond  Europe  with  SKADS  activities  in
Australia,  South  Africa,  and  Canada!  A  year
into  the project  with the first  Annual  Report
submitted to Brussels, it is timely to inform the
community  about  the  project  and  its
achievement  so  far  through  a  one-day
workshop.

SKADS is  a study involving the entire SKA
design but with particular focus on the concept
of  the  large  aperture  plane  phased  array
assessing  its  scientific  and  technical  merits.
The activities involve studies and the building
of  demonstrators  organized  in  a  number  of
subprojects. 

The  400  square  metre  EMBRACE
demonstrator  follows on from work with  the
"Thousand Element Array" at ASTRON and will
use  Vivaldi  antennas  in  compact  tiles.  The
EMBRACE  project  will  actaully  combine  two
arrays, one in Westerbork and a smaller one in
Nancay.  The  BEST  programme  is
complementary  exploration  of  multi-beaming
based on cylindrical concentrators and will be
based in Medicina. 

The  development  of  another  hardware
demonstrator, the 2-PAD phased array tile in
the UK, is an exciting part of the overreaching
goal  of  SKADS:  to  study  and  develop  the
concept of a "Fully Digital SKA". 

To this end, a number of Design Studies are
focussing  on  requirements  and  the
development  of  new technology.  In  parallel,
scientific  simulations  are  underway to  better
specify the capabilities necessary for SKA, and
to ensure that a phased-array can undertake
the SKA Key Science Projects. 

The  SKADS  Project  Offcie  is  located  at
ASTRON that has the central management and
coordinating role in SKADS. I am happy to say
that  in  the  second  part  of  the  year  all

management postions are filled.  These include
the three full time  management positions of
the Project Manager, the Project Engineer, and
the Project Scientist. Rounding out the team is
administrative  assistant  Truus  van  den
Brink-Havinga who  keeps  everyone
organised! 

André  van  Es is  the  Project  Manager  for
SKADS.  André  graduated  in  aerospace
engineering in 1987 at the TU of Delft, where
he  specialised  in  experimental  low  speed
aerodynamics.  He  spent  eleven  years  as
engineer at a Dutch radar company, working
as  system designer  for  projects including a
phased-array  radar.  He  joined  ASTRON  in
August  2000  as  the  head  of  the  Process
Support  Group  in  charge  of  planning  and
control of all ASTRON projects. André has been
involved  in  several  projects  at  ASTRON
including VISIR, LOFAR PDR, MIDI and THEA.
With  his  extensive  experience  in  radio
astronomy engineering and management, we
are very fortunate to have André on-board! 

Andrew Faulkner is based at the University
of Manchester (Jodrell Bank) and is relatively
new  to  astronomy  after  starting  his  PhD  in
2001 on "Searching for Fast Binary Pulsars".
This was something of a career change after
spending 25 years in industry, taking various
engineering  roles  culminating  as  Managing
Director of Husky Computers Ltd. a hand-held
computer manufacturer in Coventry, England.
He  brings  his  unique  industry  and  radio-
astronomy experience  to  the  role  as  SKADS
Project Engineer. 

Steve  Torchinsky joins  SKADS  as  the
Project  Scientist  and  is  based  at  the  Paris
Observatory,  splitting  his  time  between  the
Meudon  and  the  Nancay  sites.  Steve
completed  his  PhD  at  the  University  of
Edinburgh  in  1991  where  he  worked  on
modeling  of  gravitational  lensing  by  galaxy
clusters,  and  on  design  aspects  of  the
Submillimetre Common User Bolometer Array
on  the  JCMT.  He  has  held  a  number  of
positions  over  the  years,  working  mainly  in
Space  Astronomy  on  the  Odin  satellite,
Herschel/HIFI,  and  Planck.  Steve  was  most
recently at the Arecibo Observatory where he
was the Project Manager for ALFA, the Arecibo
L-band  Feed  Array,  and  he  was  also  the
interim Head of Astronomy at Arecibo. 

SKADS is overseen by a Board composed of
representatives from each of the contributing
partners.  The  first  meeting  of  the  SKADS
Board was held in Zaandam near Amsterdam
on  January  26th,  2006.  Peter  Wilkinson
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agreed to take on the role as Chairman of the
SKADS Board, to the great satisfaction of all
present.  The Board members were also very
pleased to have  Franco Mantovani, director
of IRA-Bologna, take on the role as vice-chair. 

The occasion of the first SKADS Workshop is
combined with an international SKA Workshop
on the following days which constitutes a full
SKA week from 4-8 September in Paris. As a
result, this week will surely stimulate the flow
of ideas through a multitude of intense
interactions giving us and a wider community
a possibility to glance into the SKADS project
activities and vice versa. I look forward to
seeing you all there!

First Annual Report
Submitted!
André van Es, SKADS Project
Manager

It seemed an almost impossible task for the
SKADS project, with 29 partners all  over the
world, to produce an Annual report within 45
days.  The  experience  of  similar  projects
proved that this could  be a tedious process.
Reason to stress the importance of the report,
the C-forms and Justifcation of Resources at
every occasion. This approach worked, to the
relief of the SKADS Project Office and of the
entire  SKADS  MT,  the  SKADS  project
succeeded in writing the First Annual  report,
almost complete, within the given timeframe. 

As planned the progress reports of the eight
Design  Studies  arrived  first  Despite  the  fact
that  a  few  Design  Studies  only  had  recent
kick-off most progress reports exceeded the 2-
3  pages  for  each  task  that  was  expected.
Some  Studies  already  achieved  major
milestones,  like  prototypes  or  reports.  All
Progress Reports were read and commented,
checked  and  incorporated  in  the  Annual
Report. This resulted in an Activity Report of
150 pages. When the project is on full speed in
the year to come the report will eventually be
even  thicker.  After  the  factual  scientific,
technical and management reports the tougher
administrative part of the report was needed:
C-forms  and  Justification  of  Resources.
Intensive  emailing  and  phoning  from  the
Project Office to all of the partners resulted in
the arrival of C-forms every day. Every now-
and-then a C-form was returned for stamps in
the wrong place. But at  the deadline only 2
forms were still missing. 

At  August  15th,  the  320  pages  of  reporting
were  sent  to  Brussels  A  tremendous
achievement that could only happen because
everyone  at  the  SKADS  project  team
contributed,  from  Scientist  to  Engineer  and
from Administrator to Director. 

When the report is approved by Brussels it will
be  published  on  the  website  so  the  entire
SKADS community can read it. 

Message from the SKADS
Board
Peter Wilkinson, Chairman of the
SKADS Board

A  very  constructive  second  SKADS  board
meeting  was  held  in  Zandaam  near
Amsterdam  with  international  representation
from Canada  (Peter  Dewdney);  South  Africa
(Justin  Jonas);  Australia  (Steve  Tingay);
Russia  (Rustam Dagkesamanskii)  in  addition
to  the  ISPO  Director  and  Project  Engineer.
Minutes will be made available on the SKADS
web site but the main outcomes of relevance
to the international project as a whole were as
follows: 

• Standing invitations to attend Board
meetings will be offered to the USSKA
Consortium and NAOC (China).

• A strong link between the ISPO costing
effort and SKADS costings will be
developed.

• The SKADS simulations can be the focus of
a restructured international simulations
effort within the international SWG.

In reaction to the ISPO Reference Design the
Board  agreed  to  concentrate  on  simulations
(SKADS DS2 & DS3) and overall  design and
costing (SKADS DS8). Particular points were:

• Simulations  of  astronomical  skies  for  SKA
KSPs 1-4 are automatically covered within
SKADS but   KSP5 (Cradle  of  Life)  is  not
formally covered. However the international
thinking can readily be “captured”  if a link
between SKADS and the SWG is formalised.
The ISPO Director has taken action on this
point.

• The science and technical simulation teams
will  explore  both  the  “Reference  Design”
and an evolution of the reference design in
which:

• Aperture Arrays (AAs) are included in a
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synthesis array extending part way along
the arms; a principal aim of SKADS being
to demonstrate that AA performance can
be  understood  well  enough  for  long-
integration synthesis.

• The  “higher  frequency”  synthesis
collectors should simply be small dishes
+ broad-band feeds but  no focal  plane
phased  arrays;  this  strategy  simplifies
the  overall  SKA  costings
(in SKADS DS8).

Simulations of the sidelobe structure of focal
plane  phased arrays  would  be  a  major  new
activity  and  this  was  not  supported  for
additional study within SKADS at this point. 

SKADS  Board  reserves  the  right  to  make
changes  in  strategy  at  any  time.  It  was,
however,  agreed  that  there  should  be  no
change  to  the  present  engineering  studies
(SKADS DS4, 5, 6) since: 

• The technology being developed is already
relevant to phased FPAs;

• The phased FPA work being carried out in
Australia/Canada/South Africa/Netherlands
can be reported to  SKADS and used in
DS2/3 simulations;

• Phased FPA work may be undertaken in a
RadioNet FP7 Joint Research Activity in
2008; this would follow on from the existing
PHAROS JRA in RadioNet FP6.

• International R&D work on dishes can be
incorporated as required into the SKADS
final report and costing.

The  SKADS  Final  Report  (DS8)  will  also
contain: 

• A report on the high-frequency international
programmes. 

• A cost for the entire international SKA
design as it is agreed at the end of SKADS.
This is needed for EC to give them the full
international picture.

•

SKADS « Benchmark »
Specification
Andrew Faulkner, SKADS Project
Engineer
The SKADS Benchmark specification is for an
SKA configured to use an aperture array as the
only  receiving  system  for  both  the  low
frequencies  (<100-300MHz)  and  the  mid-
range frequencies (300-1000MHz). It is to be
used as the basis  for  all  aspects  of  SKADS:
scientific  and  technical  simulations,
engineering design and costing studies. There
will be comparison simulation studies with the
international reference design (SKA memo 69)
and the subsequent strawman design. 

This  benchmark  is  subject  to  comment  and
change and everyone is invited to add helpful
opinions.  Agreed  modifications  will  be
uploaded as a revision. 

SKADS  is  not  responsible  for  design  of
collector  systems  other  than  the  mid-
frequency  range  aperture  array,  hence  the
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specifications  used  are  either  from  the
International  groups  working  on them,  from
SKA memos, or the clear requirements to meet
SKA performance requirements. 

In brief the configuration proposed is shown in
the following table.

100 -300MHz Sparse dipole
aperture array

e.g. LOFAR,
MWA

300-1000MHz Close packed
aperture array

SKADS

1-25GHz 6.1m dishes
with single
wideband feed

e.g. Allen
Telescope
Array

From  the  SKADS  perspective,  this
arrangement demands that the performance of
the  aperture  array  is  fully  capable  of  the
precision required for synthesis imaging using
the  SKA.  The  instantaneous  field-of-view
comparison  between  the  SKADS  Benchmark

design and the International Reference design
is shown in the figure on the previous page. 

The  table  below  is  a  short-form  of  the
"Benchmark Specification"  to be used as the
basis  for  SKADS work.  A  full  version of  the
specification can be found on the SKADS wiki
site. 

The simulations and engineering research will
show  where  there  are  weaknesses  or
opportunities  in  modifying  this  specification.
There is an opportunity to make comments on
the  SKADS  Wiki  site  or  by  emailing  me
directly. 
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Parameter Memos Benchmark Comments
45/69 EOR AA Mid-AA Dishes

Low Freq. GHz ≤ 0.1 0.1 0.3 1.0 Probably should have some overlap - how
much? 

High Freq GHz ≥ 25 0.3 1.0 25 AA cost goes > square law with top
frequency 

Bandwidth GHz 25% 0.2 0.7 5 This may be unrealistic for the dishes - but
they are just a single pixel 

Polarisations 2 2 2 2 Default linear, should we consider circular
polarisation?

FOV: 
0.1-0.3 GHz deg2

0.3-1.0 GHz deg2

1.0-3.0 GHz deg2

3.0-25 GHz deg2

200 
50 

1-10 
0.33(3/f)

2

200 250 3(1.4/f)2

3(1.4/f)2

This is really total beam size
The FOV could scale as 250(1.0/f)2 .f in GHz
The high frequencies are defined by a 6.1m
dish natural beam size.



First Sky Simulation

Matt Jarvis, SKADS Task
Manager for Science Simulations
(DS2)

The Science Simulations for SKADS kicked-off
in  earnest  in  the  summer of  2006  with  the
DS2-T1 kick-off meeting, held in Oxford on the
7th  June.  This  followed  the  successful
conference held in Oxford on the 10-12 April
2006:  Cosmology,  Galaxy  Formation  and
Astroparticle  Physics  on  the  pathway  to  the
SKA. 

The first extragalactic continuum simulation (1
square degree) will be made available to the
SKADS  community  towards  the  end  of  the
summer,  this  can  then  be  used  to  assess

technical  issues associated with many of the
key  science  projects.  A  sky  simulation  of  1
square  degrees  down  to  100nJy  is  shown
below. The simulation is comprised of powerful
radio  galaxies  (FRI  and  FRII),  radio-quiet
quasars and starburst galaxies from redshift 0
to 8. The accompanying file with redshifts and
morphology  of  each  object  will  also  be
released  when  the  simulation  has  been
rigorously checked. 
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Sky simulation of 1 square degree down to 100nJy created by Matt Jarvis of Oxford University for the
SKADS consortium.



Antenna  Integration  for  the
EMBRACE Demonstrator

Parbhu Patel, SKADS EMBRACE
Leader (DS5)

The principal hardware effort within SKADS is
the EMBRACE demonstrator.  EMBRACE is the
Electronic  MultiBeam  Radio  Astronomy
ConcEpt  and  it  will  be  an  aperture-plane
phased-array  using  tiles  of  Vivaldi  feed
antennas. This concept was initially developed
by ASTRON as the "Thousand Element Array"
or  ThEA.  EMBRACE will  have  installations  at
Westerbork and Nancay for a total  collecting
area  of  400  square  metres (equivalent  to  a
20m diameter single dish). The first EMBRACE
antenna  boards  with  integrated  electronics
have  been  manufactured  and  are  currently
being  integrated  (see  photos).  Testing  of  a
prototype tile will begin this summer.
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The picture above shows the board containing the RF
circuitry. The entire tile is visible. 

The picture above shows the Vivaldis designed for the
prototype tile. Both RF circuit board and the antenna are
shown.

The close-up picture above shows the KDI vector
modulator integrated on the board.



New  Low  Noise  Amplifiers
Tested  on  the  BEST
Demonstrator

Stelio Montebugnoli, SKADS
Leader for BEST (DS6)

SKADS  is  planning  to  use  a  second
demonstrator  based  on  a  large  platform
equipped  with  shaped  cylindrical  reflectors
(DS6) in order to assess some results at the
subsystem  level  early-on  in  the  project.  In
particular the digital beam forming on a wide
angle,  multi  beam  and  the  use  of  phased
arrays along their line-foci, potentially offers a
cost-effective  way  to  obtain  the  large  sky
coverage  for  the  low-  frequency  survey
science. This is also as a subsystem testbed on
a large collecting area. 

A new prototype LNA has been designed for
the BEST demonstrator, and it has been tested
and characterised (see Fig.1). It is a balanced
configuration which has better performance in
terms of input and output return loss, and it
has better  dynamic as measured by the IP3
and  one  dB  gain  compression  point.  The
balanced  design  is  slightly  inferior  to  the

single-ended design  in  terms of  noise  figure
(0.45dB=26.5K instead of 0.38dB=31.7K) but
this LNA can operate in a broader bandwidth
than the 16MHz @ 408MHz expected for the
BEST-1 prototype. 

We plan to replace the single ended LNA with a
balanced  LNA.  The  Department  of  Electronic
and  Telecommunications  of  the University  of
Florence is performing a comparison between
the two versions of the front ends, the former
with the single ended LNA and the latter with
the  balanced  one,  see  with  a  view  to
determining the long term reliability  of  each
design.
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The BEST Low Noise Amplifier using a balanced design



SKADS Recruitment

Steve Torchinsky, SKADS Project
Scientist

We're  looking  forward  to  welcoming
Shanmugha Sundaram who will join JIVE to
work  with Cormac Reynolds on astronomical
data  simulations  as  part  of  Design Study 2,
Task  2.  Shanmugha  is  currently  a  research
scientist at the Indian institute of Astrophysics,
in Bangalore, India, and we expect him at JIVE
this  summer.  His  research  interests  include
low  frequency  studies  of  solar  noise  storms
and antenna and RF engineering.

With  the  recent  success  of  the  UK  PPARC
proposal,  Oxford  University  has  made  two
appointments for work in SKADS. Matt Jarvis
is  the  manager  for  the  Science  Simulations
task  of  Design  Study  2  which  is  under  the
leadership of Steve Rawlings. Matt's research
is  focused  on  observational  cosmology  with
particular  emphasis  on  the  coevolution  of
galaxies  and  black  holes  over  the history of
the  Universe.  After  receiving  his  PhD  from
Oxford  in  2000,  he  moved  to  Leiden  as  a
postdoctoral  fellow of the RTN Network "The
Physics of the IGM". In 2002 he returned to
Oxford as a  PPARC  PDRA.   Matt  manages
the ambitious science simulations task whose
aim  is  to  generate  simulations  across  the
whole of the Key Science projects in order to
define the SKA that  can carry out  the most
science  in  an  optimal  way.  Matt  began  in
SKADS with the organisation of  an excellent
workshop in Oxford on June 7th which brought
together all the partners in Europe working on
science simulations.

Hans-Rainer Klöckner also joins the SKADS
project to work on the more practical side of
the  simulations.  Task-2  of  Design  Study  2
investigates the radio sky as seen through the
telescope,  and  Hans  will  be  particularly
involved in calibration issues. Hans has been a
research associate at  Oxford since 2004.  He
held a postdoctoral position at ASTRON for a
brief  time  after  receiving  his  PhD  from the
Kapteyn Institute in 2004. Hans main area of
scientific  interest  is  in  line  studies  of  Ultra
Luminous  IR  Galaxies,  and  young  galaxies,
using  just  about  all  the  world's  major  radio
astronomical instruments.

In the very near future,  Roy Smits will take
up a  position  as  a  post-doctoral  research at
Jodrell  Bank. Roy is  currently  finishing up is

PhD thesis at Radboud University Nijmegen in
the Netherlands.  His  research topic  concerns
the  radiation  mechanisms  for  pulsars:  An
unsolved problem after more than 35 years of
pulsar resarch! Roy will join the effort on SKA
sky  simulations  and  will  develop  timing
methods and techniques for the Strong Field
Tests of Gravity Key Science Project.

The Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy
in Bonn is  expecting the imminent arrival  of
Dharam  vir  Lal,  most  recently  from  the
Academia  Sinica  Institute  of  Astronomy and
Astrophysics in Taipei. Dharam completed his
PhD  at  the  Tata  Institute  for  Fundamental
Research in Pune, India. He has held postdocs
at Leiden University, and at ASIAA in Taipei.
He has  worked on calibration issues  for  low
frequency  arrays  in  presence  of  ionospheric
seeing disc, and his knowledge and experience
in this area will be invaluable to the scientific
simulations  undertaken  within  Task-2  of
Design Study 2.

In  France,  in  collaboration  with  the  Horizon
Project, there is  a concentrated effort in the
area of sky simulations related to the Epoch of
Reionisation.  Paola  di  Matteo joined  the
Observatoire de Paris in 2005 after completing
her PhD at Universitat di Roma "La Sapienza"
where  she  worked  on  globular  cluster
dynamics in a galactic tidal field. In September
this  year,  she  will  move  into  a  SKADS
postdoctoral  position  working  full  time  on
simulations  of  the  Epoque  of  Reionisation.
Paola  joins  team member Benoit  Semelin  at
Observatoire de Paris under the leadership of
Francoise Combes. 
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SKADS Employment
Opportunity
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Cambridge University
Department of Physics
Research Associates/Senior Research Associates
European SKA design study (SKADS)
Ref: KA 000518 

Grade: Research Associate Salary: £23,457 - £30,607 pa

Grade: Senior Research Associate Salary: £31,525 - £39,935 pa
Limit of Tenure: to 30 June 2009

The Department of Physics wishes to make several post-doctoral appointments in the
following areas of the SKADS programme: science simulations concerned with the origin of
magnetic fields; technical modelling and simulation of the conceptual design of the SKA
interferometer and data processing; design of novel antennas and the design and
construction of the a next generation all digital phased array demonstrator. 

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) represents the future of world radio astronomy. When
completed in the second half of the next decade it will be able to scan and map the sky a
million times faster than is currently possible. The SKA will reveal the dawn of galaxy
formation, as well as many other new discoveries in astronomy and physics. The scientific
potential of such a telescope is astonishing and will certainly enable European astronomers
of the 21st century to add to the long list of fundamental discoveries made by their
predecessors in the previous century. The SKADS Consortium, consisting of 29 institutes
from around the globe, has been funded by European Commission under the Sixth
Framework Programme (FP6) to further develop and demonstrate the science case, to
develop and select the enabling technologies and to arrive at a system design for the SKA. 

A benefits package and support for travel and other research expenses will be provided. The
candidates must have, or be about to submit, a PhD in a relevant discipline, and preference
will be given to those with the most relevant skills and experience. 

Further information may be obtained from Mrs Karen Scrivener, Astrophysics Group,
Cavendish Laboratory, J J Thomson Avenue, Cambridge CB3 0HE, tel: (01223) 337294
(karen@mrao.cam.ac.uk) or from http://ww.mrao.cam.ac.uk/jobs.html   Applicants should
send a curriculum vitae, list of publications, statement of research interests, a completed
PD18 Cover Sheet available from
http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/offices/personnel/forms/pd18/ (Parts I and III only), and the
names and addresses of three referees to Mrs Scrivener by the closing date of 22 August
2006. In addition, candidates should arrange for letters from the referees to be sent to Mrs
Scrivener by the closing date. 

Closing date: 22 August 2006.



SKADS Employment
Opportunity
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University of Glasgow
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

Post-doctoral Position in Square Kilometre Array Development

The Square Kilometre Array Design Studies programme (SKADS) is a world-wide
development project in advance of the next generation of radio telescope. With a collecting
area of 1 million square metres, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will view the sky with
unparalleled sensitivity and resolution, delivering breakthrough science on topics ranging
from the evolution of magnetic fields, galaxies and large-scale structure to strong-field tests
of gravity.

The University of Glasgow is offering a three-year PPARC-funded post-doctoral position
within this programme. The successful candidate will concentrate on developing an
understanding of the polarisation response of the instrument as currently conceived, with an
emphasis on aperture plane phased arrays. He or she will determine its implications for
pulsar timing, gravitational wave detection and polarimetry studies of the early Universe.

Informal enquiries can be made to Dr Graham Woan, at [MAILTO] skads@astro.gla.ac.uk.

For an application pack please see the jobs section of our University website at
www.gla.ac.uk.

Closing date: ~22 September 2006 


